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Abstract

A new least�squares procedure is presented
which fuses data from a standard perspective
sensor �CCD camera� FLIR sensor� etc�� and a
range sensor �LADAR� based upon correspond�
ing features identi�ed on a �D object model
and in each image� The algorithm solves for
both the pose estimate of the object relative to
the sensors and the registration between sen�
sors� This model�based coregistration process
is being developed to support future work rec�
ognizing modeled �D objects in scenes imaged
by both optical �FLIR and CCD� and range
�LADAR� sensors� Coregistration results are
presented for both synthetic and real world
tests� The algorithm requires an initial pose
and sensor registration estimate� Tests on con�
trolled synthetic data show it is robust with re�
spect to substantial errors in initial translation
and orientation errors up to roughly �� degrees�

� Introduction

The work presented here is part of a larger project de�
veloping new ways of identifying modeled �D objects in
range� IR and color data 	Beveridge et al�� 
���a�� The
project task domain is the recognition of military ve�
hicles from an Unmanned Ground Vehicle performing
a Reconnaissance� Surveillance and Target Acquisition
�RSTA� task� The project goal is the development of
recognition algorithms which extend the current state�
of�the�art for occluded targets� targets viewed against
structured or cluttered backgrounds� and targets viewed
at uncharacteristic angles�

The approach being taken by this project is to de�
velop new algorithms which precisely match �D object
models to range and optical data� The approach to
matching will be similar to those previously developed
for single CCD camera problems 	Beveridge et al�� 
���
Beveridge� 
���� Beveridge and Riseman� 
�����

The term coregistration signi�es that matching will si�
multaneously re�ne both the estimated �D pose of the
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object relative to the sensor as well as the registration
parameters relating the coordinate systems of the two
sensors� The �rst step toward coregistration matching
is the development of coregistration algorithms capable
of determining object pose and sensor�to�sensor registra�
tion�

In setting up the coregistration problem� we assume
that intrinsic parameters for range� color and IR sensors
are known� Moreover� we assume that corresponding
point and line features are already identi�ed on a �D
object model and in both a range and an optical image�
The range image is assumed to directly measure distance
to points in the scene� The projection model for the op�
tical senor is perspective projection� The optical sensor
may be either a color CCD camera or a FLIR sensor�

An eight degree of freedom coregistration problem is
addressed in this paper� where six degrees of freedom re�
late the object to the optical camera� and two relate the
range sensor to the optical sensor� The six degrees of
freedom allow the object free movement relative to the
two sensors� The two degrees of freedom allow trans�
lation between sensors in a common image plane� This
translation compensates for small errors in the initial
registration between range and optical imagery�

The goal of coregistration is the best estimate of
the eight coregistration parameters� This best esti�
mate minimizes a squared distance function between
corresponding object and image features� The prob�
lem setup is an extension of a single optical sensor
pose algorithm developed by Kumar 	Kumar� 
����
Kumar and Hanson� 
����� Kumar�s algorithm itera�
tively solves the non�linear optimization problem associ�
ated with minimizing a sum of point�to�plane distances�
Typically the points are endpoints of �D line segments
on the object model� The planes are typically de�ned
by the optical sensor focal point and endpoints of corre�
sponding line segments in the image plane�

In this work� Kumar�s error function is generalized to
include a sum of squared Euclidean distances between
corresponding range and model points� Additionally�
two more degrees of freedom are added to the problem
to permit translation of the range sensor relative to the
optical sensor� These distance measures are shown in
Figure 
 and are more thoroughly explained in Section ��
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Figure 
� Illustrating distance errors which de�ne opti�
mal coregistration�

� Background

A long tradition of work on object recognition has em�
phasized �nding matches between object and image fea�
tures such that there is a single globally consistent align�
ment of features� For example� Lowe utilized this ap�
proach subject to orthographic projection 	Lowe and
Binford� 
���� and later demonstrated object tracking
under perspective projection 	Lowe� 
��
�� Hutten�
locher 	Huttenlocher and Ullman� 
��� demonstrated
alignment based recognition under orthographic projec�
tion� Grimson�s work 	Grimson� 
��� on constraint base
matching has emphasized local feature compatibility to
prune tree search and thus minimize tests of global align�
ment�

Our own previous work 	Beveridge et al�� 
��� Bev�
eridge et al�� 
��
� Beveridge� 
���� emphasizes global
alignment as a basis for match ranking and optimal
matching� Using work of Kumar 	Kumar� 
���� Kumar
and Hanson� 
����� this approach generalizes to match�
ing subject to perspective given approximate estimates
of initial object pose 	Beveridge and Riseman� 
����
Beveridge and Riseman� 
����� The coregistration work
presented here is the next logical step in a generalization

of our optimal matching work to multisensor problems�
Kumar�s single optical sensor pose algorithm is extended
to include additional data from a range sensor and ad�
ditional degrees of freedom associated with registration
between the sensors�
Coregistration is a form of model�based sensor fusion�

and as such relates closely to previous work on multisen�
sor fusion� Aggarwal 	Aggarwal� 
��� summarizes past
sensor fusion work and makes two points particularly rel�
evant to this paper� Aggarwal notes that past work on
sensor fusion emphasized single modality sensors� with
comparatively little work on di�erent sensor modalities�
The implied explanation is that relating data from di�er�
ent modalities is more di�cult� While Aggarwal 	Magee
et al�� 
���� and others 	Stentz and Goto� 
���� have ex�
amples of successful mixed modality fusion� this is still
a young research area�
Aggarwal also notes that to properly perform mixed

modality sensor fusion� co�ordinate transformations be�
tween images need to be adaptively determined� The
scene dependence of these transformations sets the stage
for the model�based coregistration work developed in this
paper� We believe this dependence upon scene geometry
implies that known sensor and object geometry should
be used to constrain and adapt both the object pose and
sensor�to�sensor co�ordinate transformations as part of
object recognition�
Others have worked on problems similar to the coregis�

tration problem discussed in this paper� Herbert 	Hebert
et al�� 
��� presents a clean least�squares mechanism for
computing the rigid transform between a range and color
CCD sensor based upon corresponding image points in
the two sensor images� However� this work does not
recover explicitly the associated pose of the �D points
relative to the sensors� Both Eason 	Eason and Gonza�
lez� 
���� and Hel�Or 	Hel�Or and Werman� 
���� de�
velop least�squares multisensor pose algorithms� How�
ever� these algorithms only solve for the six degree of
freedom pose estimate� They do not support simulta�
neous adjustment of the sensor registration parameters�
More recent work by Hel�Or and Werman 	Y� Hel�Or and
M� Werman� 
���� adds degrees of freedom to account
for articulated objects and nicely handles variations of
constraints in a single extended Kalman �lter formula�
tion�

� RSTA Motivation

It is fair to ask why an automated RSTA system need
compute the precise coregistration between object mod�
els and sensors� Typically� the end goal of RSTA is reli�
able recognition� and there are simpler ways of fusing
multisensor data which do not include coregistration�
For example� one sensor might be used for queuing and a
second for con�rmation� Alternatively� information may
be independently extracted from multiple images and
combined using Bayesian statistics or Schafer Dempster
evidence accumulation� The point is� what information
follows from coregistration which simply cannot be ob�
tained using these other approaches�
The answer� in general terms� is that any constraint

derived from precise knowledge of relative geometry re�
quires coregistration� Perhaps the most obvious such
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constraint is that the object model globally �t corre�
sponding sensor features� This �t is naturally expressed
as a function of the residual squared�error after coregis�
tration� Another constraint is that sensor features not
be missing or omitted from the match� Omitted features
are best detected with the object model placed in the
best geometric registration relative to the sensor data�
Finally� coregistration allows constraints which involve
sophisticated dependencies�

To illustrate this last point� consider the problem
of occlusion and how detection in LADAR can per�
mit proper handling in coregistered FLIR or CCD
data� Surface occlusion is potentially determined using
stereo 	Bolles et al�� 
���� or active vision 	Kutulakos and
Dyer� 
����� However� it is essentially impossible to de�
tect from a single IR or color image� Thus� using single
IR or color images in a RSTA scenario it is impossible
to de�ne a match evaluation measure which can distin�
guish between occlusion and omission� Occlusion here
refers to the case in which an occluding surface explains
missing features� This contrasts with omission� in which
features expected to be visible are inexplicably missing�

Figure �� Occlusion evident in LADAR can modify FLIR
expectations� a� LADAR� b� FLIR� c� contour coded
to indicate occlusion� d� contour showed in relation to
FLIR�

Figure � illustrates how occlusion might be detected
in LADAR and the result applied to determining what
portion of a bounding contour would be expected to be
visible in an IR image� Figure �a shows a portion of the
Fort Carson LADAR image � nov�
��l gated to show
the foreground in dark grey� the tank in light grey and
the background in white� A corresponding portion of the
FLIR image nov�
���f is shown in Figure �b�
Figure �c shows a contour of the entire tank with the

non�occluded portion shown in black and the occluded
portion shown in white� Note that determining the oc�
cluded portion is a simple matter of testing what portion
of the contour lies over the dark grey foreground area�
The same contour is shown over the FLIR data in Fig�
ure �d� Given precise coregistration� the lack of a lower

�See �Beveridge et al�� ����b for a description of the Fort
Carson data	

contour for the tank in the FLIR is explained by the oc�
clusion evident in the LADAR� A several pixel error in
registration between the FLIR and LADAR would make
this type of reasoning between images and between im�
ages and object models impossible�

� Coregistration Derivation

The coregistration procedure derived here assumes
known �D object features� a perspective sensor modeled
as a pin�hole camera� and a range sensor� Although the
derivation holds for any pair of perspective and range
sensors� for simplicity� the perspective sensor is desig�
nated as the CCD and the range sensor as the LADAR�
Corresponding point or line features on the object and

in the CCD image must be provided along with corre�
sponding point features on the object model and in the
LADAR image� The optimal set of coregistration param�
eters jointly minimize a sum�of�squared distances� an er�
ror� de�ned with respect to these corresponding features�

Etot � wmcEmc � wmlEml �
�

The �rst term� Emc� measures distance between corre�
sponding CCD and object features� This term is pre�
cisely the point�to�plane error criterion de�ned by Ku�
mar 	Kumar� 
���� Kumar and Hanson� 
���� for com�
puting camera to object pose� The second� Emcl� is sim�
ply the sum�of�squared Euclidean distances between cor�
responding object and range points� The subscripting
convention orders letters indicating coordinate systems
from left to right� with m standing for model� c standing
for CCD� and l standing for LADAR� For instance� Eml

is the error for the mapping model�to�LADAR �ml��
The model�to�CCD error� Emc� measures the distance

between endpoints of �D line segments on the object
model and �D planes de�ned by corresponding line seg�
ments found in the CCD image� These planes are de�ned
by three points� the two endpoints of the line segment
and the focal point of the CCD camera� The model�to�
CCD error may be written as�

Emc �

ncX
i��

�X
j��

�ci

�
�Nci �

�
Rmc

�Pmij � �Tmc

���
���

where �Nci is the normal to the plane de�ned by the ith
image line� Rmc is the rotation from model to CCD co�
ordinates� �Pmij is the jth endpoint of the ith model line

segment in model coordinates� and �Tmc is the translation
frommodel to CCD coordinates� The weighting term �ci
is typically 
� but can be used to bias some features over
others�
For LADAR� �D Cartesian points are readily deter�

mined for each pixel� Each Cartesian point is obtained
by back�projecting into the scene by the measured range
value along a �D ray de�ned by the LADAR focal point
and the pixel position on the LADAR image plane�
The model�to�LADAR error� Eml� is de�ned to be the
squared Euclidean distance between these points and
corresponding model points� It may be written as�

Eml �

nlX
i��

�li

������Pmci � �Tcl

�
� �Pli

����� ���
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�Pmci � Rmc
�Pmi � �Tmc

where �Pmci is the ith model point mapped into CCD
coordinates� �Tcl is a translation from CCD to LADAR
coordinates which allows one image plane to translate
relative to the other� and �Pli is the corresponding ith
measured LADAR point� The constituent parts of the
total coregistration error are illustrated in Figure 
�

Minimizing equation 
 relative to the � terms in Rmc

independently would violate the condition that Rmc be
is a rotation matrix� To overcome this problem� Ro�
driguez�s formula approximates small rotations with a
cross product and is used here to linearize the rotation
about the current estimated rotation Re

mc� The change
in rotation relative to the current estimate is represented
by the vector ���mc�

Rmc
�Pmi � Re

mc
�Pmi � ���mc �

�
Re
mc
�Pmi

�
� �P e

mi � ��� � �P e
mi ���

To provide a more compact notation the vector �P e
mi is

introduced and the subscript is dropped from ����
The error terms in equations � and � may now be

rewritten as follows�

Emc �
ncX
i��

�X
j��

�ci

�
�Nci �

�
�P e
mij � ��� � �P e

mij � �V
���

where
�V � �T e

mc ���Tmc

���

Emcl �

nlX
i��

�li

�����P e
mi � ��� � �P e

mi � �V � �Pli

�����
where

�V � �T e
mc ���Tmc � �T e

cl ���Tcl

In order to minimizeEtot in equation 
 with respect to

���� ��Tmc and ��Tcl� the partial derivatives with respect
to each are set to zero and the resulting system of equa�
tions solved for coregistration update parameters� These
partial derivatives are shown in Table 
� The following
matrix Mmci is introduced to simplify the expressions�

Mmci �

�
BBB�


�
�P e
mi

�
z

�

�
�P e
mi

�
y

�
�
�P e
mi

�
z


�
�P e
mi

�
x�

�P e
mi

�
y

�
�
�P e
mi

�
x



�
CCCA ���

The matrixMmci is the righthanded vector product with
�P e
mi� It is also the partial derivative of ��� � �P e

mi with
respect to ����

The three equations in Table 
 constitute � linear
equations in � unknowns� These linear equations may
be written as��

A B C
D E F
G H J

��� ���mc

��Tmc

��Tcl

�
A �

�
� �K

�L
�M

�
A �
�

where the constants A throughM are de�ned in Table ��

For the coregistration case desired here� LADAR is not
to be allowed to translate ahead of or behind the CCD
sensor� Therefore� the CCD to LADAR translation is set

to � tx ty  �
T
and the rightmost column and bottom

row of the �� � matrix in equation � are dropped� The
result is an ��� linear system which is used to iteratively
solve for the optimal set of coregistration parameters�
Each time through the loop� the resulting delta up�

dates are added to the current best estimate� Note
this means the constants in Table � are recomputed
each time through the loop� Iteration stops when ei�
ther the amount by which Etot drops between itera�
tions falls below a preset threshold or the total num�
ber of iterations exceeds a maximum allowable upper
bound� The Levenberg�Marquardt 	Press et al�� 
����
method� has been found to be robust in our past sin�
gle sensor pose work 	Beveridge and Riseman� 
����
Beveridge and Riseman� 
����� and it is used here to
�nd the optimal coregistration parameters�
It is trivial to modify this formulation to handle point

rather than line segment features in the CCD data� For
each point� simply de�ne two orthogonal planes pass�
ing through the point and sum the squared point�to�
plane distances� This results in a measure which is the
squared Euclidian point�to�ray distance between the �D
point and a ray passing through the focal point and the
image point�

��� Approximating True Sensor Registration

In principle� the information obtained by coregistration
in terms of relative sensor position� coupled with the
range information present in the LADAR image� permits
a pixel by pixel determination of which LADAR pixels
correspond to which CCD pixels� This mapping depends
upon the �D geometry of the scene� and likely cannot be
represented in terms of an a�ne transformation between
the two image planes� Performing this pixel�by�pixel
scene based registration is computationally demanding�
It will also generate non�uniform results� Therefore� true
registration is approximated with a �D a�ne transform
between images�
To compute the transformation� selected points are

mapped from LADAR back into the CCD image� and a
�D a�ne transformation is computed which best aligns
these pairs of image points� The points selected are
those used in the original coregistration and are there�
fore on the object of interest� Hence� the registration
transformation will be most accurate where it matters
most� on the object model� The problem of solving for
the transformation which minimizes the sum of squared
distances between corresponding points subject to a �D
a�ne transformation is relatively simple� In this partic�
ular case� only similarity transformations are considered�
but more general a�ne transformations could certainly
be accommodated�

� Experimental Results

Two sets of experiments are presented� The �rst is a
controlled sensitivity study on synthetic data designed to
test the robustness and accuracy of the algorithm� The
synthetic data tests approximate the viewing of vehicle
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Table 
� Partial derivatives of coregistration error with respect to free variables

sized objects at � meters and thus re�ect the expected
RSTA conditions� The second test is a demonstration on
actual data collected at Fort Carson last November� The
demonstration illustrates coregistration converging upon
both an object pose estimate and sensor�to�sensor coreg�
istration estimate for an actual LADAR and CCD im�
age� Hand picked features on an M� model are passed
as input to the coregistration algorithm�

��� Sensitivity Analysis with Synthetic Data

The synthetic data was designed to approximate the
viewing of vehicle sized objects at � meters� The syn�
thetic CCD sensor has a �� �eld of view and generates a
�
�� �
� image� the LADAR images � pixels per meter
at � meters� The sensors are separated by 
 meter�
Each model is located � meters from sensors along the
focal axis of the CCD sensor�
The weights in the coregistration error� �ci� �li� wmc

and wmcl� are all set to 
�� The convergence threshold
for Etot is 


�� in all tests and the maximum number of
iterations is ��

Two sets of experiments were conducted� I� sensitivity
to noise in initial coregistration estimate� and II� sensi�
tivity to noisy image data� Four di�erent models were
used� These models exhibit di�erent geometric charac�
teristics including planarity or lack of planarity� symme�
try or lack of symmetry� and sparse versus fuller numbers
of features�

����� The Models

Both tests were run on four synthetic models� These
models are shown in Figure �� The exact coordinates
of the points comprising the models are given and line
segments used for CCD are also shown� The �rst model�
the �trapezoid�� is a planar asymmetric object and tests
coregistration performance for coplanar sets of points�
The second model� the �cube�� tests coregistration per�
formance for a non�planar symmetric object� The third

model� the �wedge�� is similar to the cube� but is asym�
metric� The fourth model� the �tetrahedron�� is a small�
non�planar� asymmetric model� The tetrahedron is the
model closest in size and structure to features selected
on the M� and used in the real data test in Section ����

��� Test I

The goal of test I is to probe the sensitivity of the algo�
rithm to noise in the initial coregistration estimate� The
convergence properties of the algorithm are tested both
with regard to the number of iterations and the quality
of the �nal solution for a set of noisy initial coregistra�
tion estimates� Noise is introduced into the orientation
estimate� the translation estimate of the sensors relative
to the object model� and the relative translation between
the sensors� A baseline error Etot is established for each
model by running the algorithm with no error in the
initial coregistration estimate�
To generate the test data with known ground truth

for the coregistration� both LADAR and CCD features
are projected for each model positioned � meters from
the sensors along the CCD�s projection axis� The sen�
sors had no o�set relative to each other� Then the sensor
positions were perturbed a �xed amount in a random di�
rection� This means they were either rotated� translated�
or both� by a �xed amount in a randomly chosen direc�
tion� For rotation� both sensors were pertubed together
so as to keep the sensor images coplanar�
The results are shown in Table �� Each row indicates

a speci�c set of experiments� The �rst column indicates
the model used in the test� The second column� labeled
�R� gives the amount of orientation error �in radians�
introduced into the initial coregistration estimate� The
third column� labeled �T � gives the amount of transla�
tion error �in meters� introduced into the initial coregis�
tration estimate� Translation noise is added both to the
position of the sensors together relative to the object
model and subsequently to the LADAR sensor�s posi�
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Table �� Constant matrices and vectors in linear update equation�

tion relative to the CCD� The fourth column� labeled N �
gives the number of trials out of 
 which converged suc�
cessfully� This is de�ned to be trials for which the �nal
Etot is less than 
�� The �fth column� labeled Its�� gives
the average number of iterations required to converge�
The sixth column� labeled Etot� gives the average total
coregistration error Etot for the N successful trials�
The results indicate the coregistration algorithm re�

ally ought not be counted upon to function for �R noise
greater than ��� at which level the algorithm typically
succeeds� The only exception is the Tetrahedron� for
which � out of the 
 trials did not recover the true coreg�
istration for the test in which �R � �� and �T � �
Not surprisingly� the algorithm is much more robust with
respect to noise in the translation estimate� succeeding
for all four models even with �T � ��

��� Test II

Test II tests the e�ects of noisy image data on the accu�
racy of the recovered coregistration parameters� Vary�
ing amounts of noise are added to the image measure�
ments and then the recovered coregistration parameters
are compared to the ground truth coregistration� To
obtain image data with known ground truth� the four
object models are projected into the LADAR and CCD
images using the same � meter to object range as in
Test I�

Gaussian noise is added to the image points� The noise
is independently applied to the X and Y image axes� The
coregistration algorithm is then run using the true coreg�
istration parameters for the initial estimate� The results
for all these test are summarized in Table �� Results for
each of the models and seven di�erent image noise com�
binations are shown� The �rst two columns indicate the
� for the Gaussian noise added to the CCD image and

LADAR image points respectively� The third and fourth
columns report the average and standard deviation for
the error �in radians� between the true and recovered
model to CCD orientation estimate Rmc� The averages
are for 
 trials� The �fth and sixth columns report the
average and standard deviation for the error in model
to CCD translation estimate� The seventh and eighth
columns report the average and standard deviation for
the error in the LADAR to CCD translation estimate�
Translations are given in meters�
Errors in LADAR produce more error in the coregis�

tration estimate than do comparable errors in the CCD
data� There are two reasons for this� First� the pixel
resolution is lower for LADAR in these simulations� and
hence a one pixel � represents greater uncertainty in
the scene for LADAR than it does for the CCD� Sec�
ond� the Euclidean distance measured in the LADAR�
to�model error exerts more pull over the �nal coregis�
tration than does the point�to�plane distance associated
with the CCD�to�model error�
The coregistration algorithm is recovering the object

pose and sensor registration to within �� of the total
sensor to � meter object�to�sensor distance of image
noise with � � 
� This is true for all four object models
tested� The average error in the translation of the model
relative to the sensors� �Tmc� is �� �� � and � meters re�
spectively for the Trapezoid� Cube� Wedge� and Tetrahe�
dron� This indicates translation error is somewhat� but
not overly� dependent upon speci�c model geometry� and
the roughly � meters of error out of � will support the
types of coregistration matching for which this algorithm
is being developed�
The average error in orientation for � � 
 in both

CCD and LADAR ranges from �� to �
� radians�
and indicates the coregistration orients the model to the

�



A = ( 1, 1, 0)
B = (10, 1, 0)
C = ( 6, 6, 0)
D = ( 2, 6, 0)

Trapezoid

A = (-3, -3, -3)
B = ( 3, -3, -3)
C = ( 3,   3, -3)
D = (-3,  3, -3)
E = (-3, -3,  3)
F = ( 3, -3,  3)
G = ( 3,  3,  3)
H = (-3,  3,  3)

Cube

A = ( -3, -3, -3)
B = (  6, -3, -3)
C = ( -3,  3, -3)
D = ( -3, -3,  3)
E = (  6, -3,  3)
F = (  6,  3,  3)
G = ( -3,  3,  3)

A = ( -3, -3, -3)
B = (  6, -3, -3)
C = ( -3,  3, -3)
D = (  4,  3,  3)
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Figure �� Four models used to test coregistration code�

sensors to within 
 degree� Increasing � to �� degrades
performance considerably� with error ranging from ���
to ��� radians� and thus introducing up to � degrees
of orientation error�

The model to CCD orientation and translation esti�
mates are coupled� since introducing rotation may in�
troduce associated translations� It is therefore not sur�
prising to see large model�to�CCD translation errors as�
sociated with large orientation errors� In contrast� the
LADAR�to�CCD translation does not experience this
coupling because the LADAR and CCD are not permit�
ted to rotate relative to each other� This explains the
much lower average errors in LADAR�to�CCD transla�
tions� �Tcl� given in the last two columns of Table �

Model �R �T N Its� Etot
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 ��� ���
e�
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Table �� Test I Results

��� Demonstration on Real Data

Four corresponding points on a �D M� object model�
in the Fort Carson nov�
���c color image� and in the
nov�
��l LADAR image were hand picked using the
Rangeview program described elsewhere in these pro�
ceedings 	Goss et al�� 
����� The four pairs of corre�
sponding points were used to generate six corresponding
pairs of line segments for the model�to�CCD error term�
These corresponding features� intrinsic camera parame�
ters� and an initial coregistration estimate were passed
to the coregistration algorithm�
The algorithm converged to a solution in � iterations�

The object�to�sensor pose and CCD�to�LADAR registra�
tion for the initial coregistration estimate and after the
�rst coregistration iteration are shown in Figure �� The
initial coregistration estimate� shown in Figure �a� places
the M� roughly � meters too high in the scene� The
CCD to LADAR sensor registration is o� by nearly 
�
pixels� Using the LADAR hypothesis generation tech�
niques described in 	Beveridge et al�� 
���a�� we expect
much better initial coregistration estimates�
Even with this poor initial estimate� the coregistration

recovers what appears to be the proper coregistration ��

�We can only say appears� since precise ground truth is

�



Figure �� Illustrating the coregistration algorithm running on real data� a� initial errorful coregistration estimate�
b� improvement after �rst iteration of algorithm�

Most of the visibly evident correction is made in the
very �rst iteration� The result of this �rst iteration is
shown in Figure �b� The M� moves to near its proper
true position relative to the LADAR data� and the CCD
data shifts up relative to the LADAR to near its proper
position� The light�to�dark skyline is now within several
pixels of the proper position in the upper right hand cor�
ner of the image� In contrast� in Figure �a this horizon
line is down at the level of the M� in the LADAR�

� Conclusion

The coregistration algorithmpresented here is quite new�
and more tests are planned for both controlled syn�
thetic and real data� The early results are encouraging�
and future e�orts will push development in two direc�
tions� First� the construction of new multisensor match�
ing techniques which utilize this particular eight degree

not available for this data	

of freedom coregistration algorithm� Second� the devel�
opment of alternative coregistration procedures which
assume di�erent numbers of sensors and di�erent rela�
tive constraints between sensors�
A case of particular interest derives from a scenario

in which multiple vehicles using GPS are performing a
coordinated RSTA function� This may be thought of as a
multisensor problem in which relative position of sensors
is well constrained while relative orientation is not� This
follows from the fact that GPS recovers position quite
accurately� while determining precise vehicle orientation�
to within fractions of a degree� is more di�cult� We have
begun to formulate a coregistration algorithm for this
multiple vehicle problem�
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